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39Ar-40Ar AGES OF HOWARDITE CLASTS: ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FOR EARLY HED 
PARENT BODY BOMBARDMENT: D.D. Bogard and D.H. Garrison*, NASA, Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, TX 77058 (* also Lockheed, Eng. & Sci. Co.) 

Several howardites found at Elephant Moraine, Antarctica, contain a wide variety of eucritic and other 
clast types that are being studied by several investigators (e.g., 1,2,3). In a study of 17 clasts from EET87509, 
EET87513, and EET87531, Buchanan and co-workers (1,2) found a wide range of compositions and subdivided 
their clasts into 8 metamorphic grades. They reported several eucritic clasts in EET87509 to have a range of 
Mg/Mg+Fe ratios and quench textures ranging from vitrophyric to glassy. They analyzed eucritic clasts that lay 
on both the A trend (normal, or Juvinas-like) and the B trend (evolved, or Pasamonte-like) when the An 
content of plagioclase was compared with the Mg/Mg + Fe of pyroxene. They concluded that their observations 
were consistent with a magmatic origin for these eucrites, but did not exclude an impact origin. Using both the 
1 4 3 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  and 1 4 2 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  techniques, Nyquist and co-workers (4) have determined Sm-Nd formation ages 
of -4.5 Ga for clasts from three of these eucrites. 

39Ar-40Ar Ages of EET Eucrite Clasts: We recently measured 39Ar-40Ar age spectra for eight different 
eucritic clasts from these three Elephant Moraine howardites. Each clast was described by (2). All show 
evidence of substantial age resetting relative to 4.5 Ga. Some clasts give relatively well-defmed "plateau" ages 
that we take to represent parent body impact events, whereas other clasts only suggest limits to the times of 
degassing. Fig. 1 gives the 39Ar-40Ar ages as a function of fractional release of 39Ar (produced in the reactor 
from 3 9 ~ )  during stepwise degassing of four of these clasts. Changes in the K/Ca ratio as a function of 3 9 ~ r  
release, also shown in Fig. 1, suggests two K-bearing phases that responded somewhat differently to the 
degassing event. For those samples where the K/Ca drops suddenly (e.g., 87509,24,87513,82), the 39Ar-40Ar 
age spectrum commonly shows a shift in pattern at the same position. For some samples that show a more 
gradual change in K/Ca (e.g., 87531,21), the 39~r-40Ar age also changes more gradually. We have previously 
interpreted such patterns to represent complete degassing of the lower-temperature, higher K/Ca phase, but 
retention of a small fraction of pre-event 40Ar in the higher-temperature, lower K/Ca phase. The inferred 
times of 40Ar degassing for the samples in Fig. 1 are 87509,24 (clast Q, vitrophyre), 4.05 Ga; 87509,71 (clast D), 
-3.95 Ga; 87531,21 (clast J), 3.85 Ga; and 87513,82 (clast P), -3.7 Ga. For five other clasts, whose 39Ar-40Ar 
spectra are not shown here, we infer the following approximate times of Ar degassing from the lower- 
temperature phase: 87509,74 (clast E), 3.90 Ga; 87531,99 (matrix), -3.9 Ga; 87531,33 (clast R), no plateau, ages 
range 3.4-4.3 Ga; 87513,18 (clast E), no plateau, ages range 3.4-3.9 Ga; and 87531,37 (diogenitic clast T with 
only 7ppm [K], and for which analytical uncertainties are very large), -4.4 Ga. Among those EET clasts with 
reasonably well-defined degassing ages, the 39Ar-40Ar ages range from -3.7 to 4.05 Ga. 

Interpretation of Eucrite 39Ar-MA, Ages: In spite of significant isotopic evidence for eucrite 
crystallization ages of -4.5 Ga (5, and references therein), the common evidence of much younger K-Ar ages 
implies substantial post-formational metamorphism of eucrites and howardites. Nyquist et al. (5) described a 
model for the igneous origin of eucrites and their brecciation and moderate thermal metamorphism by impact 
cratering on the HED parent body. Bogard and Garrison (6) evaluated available 39Ar-40Ar chronology on 
HED meteorites, much of it from the JSC laboratory, and noted that for a preferred data set, these ages 
primarily fell in the range of 3.4-4.2 Ga, with a peak at -4.0 Ga and possibly a second peak at -3.5 Ga. The 
newly determined 39Ar-40Ar ages presented here fall within the spread shown by previous data and further 
enhance the apparent 3.9-4.0 Ga peak in the age distribution. We previously reported that the 39Ar-40Ar ages 
of many mesosiderites also strongly cluster at 3.8-4.1 Ga. 

Lunar highland samples show clustering of isotopic ages (primarily 39Ar-40Ar) at -3.8-4.0 Ga for 
Apollo 15,3.8-4.1 Ga for Apollo 16, and -3.9-4.0 Ga for Apollo 17 (7). The significant clustering of 
metamorphic ages of lunar highland rocks at -3.8-4.0 Ga led to the suggestion of a lunar cataclysmic 
bombardment during this period. We recently suggested (6) that 39Ar-40Ar metamorphic ages of HED 
achondrites and mesosiderites are consistent with a period of enhanced bombardment of their parent body 
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surfaces during the same time period as the enhanced bombardment of the moon. We also gave reasons to 
expect that such impact resetting of isotopic ages would be somewhat more difficult on meteorite parent bodies 
than on the moon, which might explain the tendency for isotopic systems other than K-Ar not to be reset. We 
suggest that the scarcity of 39Ar-40~r ages of >4.1 Ga and ~ 3 . 4  Ga among differentiated meteorites implies a 
source of bombarding objects that was concentrated during a relatively short time period. The fact that 
meteorite parent objects apparently experienced the same bombardment as the moon implies that the 
impactors were not residual from lunar formation, but rather were widespread within the inner solar system. 

References: (1) Buchanan, Reid, & Schwarz, LPSC XXI, p.141,1990; (2) Buchanan & Reid, LPSC 
XXII, p.149, 1991; (3) Mittlefehldt & Lindstrom, LPSC XXII, p.901, 1991; (4) Nyquist, Bansal, Wiesmann, & 
Shih, LPSC XXIII, 1992, (5) Nyquist, Takeda, Bansal, S h i ,  Wiesmann, & Wooden, J. Geophys. Res. 91, No.B8, 
p.8137, 1986; (6) Bogard & Garrison, Meteoritics 26, No.4,1991; (7) Nyquist & Shih, "On the chronology and 
isotopic record of lunar basaltic volcanism", Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, in press, 1992. 

Fig. 1. 39Ar-40Ar ages plotted as a function of cumulative release of 39Ar for stepwise temperature degassing of 
four eucritic clasts from Antarctic howardites. The width of the age boxes represents uncertainties arising from 
measurements and calculations. The dashed line gives the K/Ca ratio for each extraction. The temperature 
that gave the mid-point in the release of 39Ar is also shown. 
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